Cognitive disorders and negative symptoms as correlates of motivational deficits in psychotic patients.
The problem of a possible lack of motivation to perform cognitive tasks, which is often encountered in psychotic patients, has been approached from the perspective of the 'energetics' of cognition (Hockey et al. 1986) and from the broader clinical context of psychosis as an 'amotivational syndrome' and its related negative symptoms. The presence of motivational deficits was investigated in a group of psychotic in-patients (N = 73, and 40 had schizophrenia) compared with a control group of non-psychotic psychiatric in-patients (N = 23). The motivational deficit was operationalized in terms of Sanders's (1983) cognitive-energetic model as a large effect of 'time-on-task' during a simple, monotonous reaction test. Significantly more psychotic patients than control patients showed evidence of this type of motivational deficit. The deficit appeared to be related with negative but not with positive symptoms of psychosis. Furthermore, the deficit was shown to be related to the cognitive disorders of psychosis, which have been amply documented in the literature, i.e. disorders of vigilance, verbal memory and distractibility. These results suggest that the cognitive disorders of psychosis are not of a 'computational' but of an 'energetical', i.e. motivational nature.